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COUNTERTOP EQUIPMENT



SOLUTIONS
For Every Aspect of your Fabrication Shop

Improve Productivity, Reliability, & Profitability
Park Industries® is the established leader in the stone fabrication machinery, providing state-of-the-art 
solutions for fabricators who have no room for compromise, error, or downtime.

SABERJET™ XP CNC Sawjet
Power up your production with the SABERjet XP CNC Sawjet, 
which boasts an industry-leading 27 hp arbor motor and 
versatile 5-axis waterjet capabilities. Optimized to cut 
any material (porcelain, quartzite, and more) with ease, 
the SABERjet XP stands out with its ability to do it at all 
with maximum efficiency. High-production processing? 
No problem. Custom work? You won’t find a more capable 
mitering machine, with the SABERjet XP’s ability to miter with 
both the blade and waterjet. A true stone-cutting beast!

Models: Available in single or two table models.

JAVELIN™ CNC Sawjet
The JAVELIN just changed the sawjet game. Park Industries 
has ended the argument of “Robot vs. Gantry” with this new 
groundbreaking technology. The smallest footprint with the 
largest work envelope. High-production processing speeds 
with high-precision accuracy for custom work. A rigid arm 
that excels at mitering with easy-to-access tables. Highly 
configurable to meet any shop layout needs. Get it ALL with 
the only sawjet that hits every target.

Models: Available in single or two table models.



TITAN® 4000 Series CNC Router
Unmatched efficiency, uptime, and production come together in 
the TITAN 4000 Series as the pinnacle of CNC router productivity. 
Take your production to the next level with the TITAN’s swift rapid 
speeds and high-speed tooling optimization. The 4000 series 
features the largest work area in the industry, now in a compact 
design that takes up 25% less floor space. The most productive 
way to finish countertops, vanities, and more - only a TITAN shapes 
greatness.

Models: TITAN® 4700 | TITAN® 4800

TITAN® Fab Center CNC Saw & Router
With just TWO employees working an 8 hour shift, you can produce 
120 square feet of finished countertop with the TITAN CNC Fab 
Center. The TITAN CNC Fab Center can cut, miter, shape, and 
polish all on one machine. The power of this machine will allow you 
to transform your shop to a digital shop. With this system, you may 
be able to reduce your labor costs by over 50% and your square 
foot costs by nearly 40%.

YUKON® II Bridge Saw
Increasing your output speed is easy when you use America’s most 
popular saw — the dependable YUKON II Bridge Saw. The bridge 
miter capabilities create accurate and clean miter cuts up to 47 
degrees. And, the table includes pre-determined stop locations 
and pneumatic brakes and positioning for ultimate control. Trust 
your sawing needs to the YUKON II.

VOYAGER™ XP 5-Axis CNC Saw
The VOYAGER XP 5-Axis CNC Saw is powered by a 27 hp motor, 
and cuts the hardest slabs such as porcelain, ultra-compact 
materials, and quartzite with ease. The new TightCut™ feature 
nests parts closer together, increasing material yield by nearly 
10% while reducing the time spent incremental routing.

SIERRA® Bridge Saw
The SIERRA from Park Industries is designed and built for heavy-
duty performance and reliable results. With up to a 16” diamond 
blade, the SIERRA can cut stone up to 3-3/4” thick. With simple 
push-button controls, a hand-held pendant for directional control, 
and a laser-light guide on the bridge, the SIERRA is easy to set 
up and operate. You simply won’t find a more reliable, higher 
performance, diamond gantry bridge saw.



FASTBACK® II Edge Polisher 
The FASTBACK II will edge, polish and chamfer backsplash as 
well as countertops up to 65 IPM (dependent upon material and 
piece size) in just ONE SINGLE PASS. Support large material 
pieces with the optional SlabBACK™ material support system. 
This system allows you to safely and confidently run parts up to 
96 inches tall through the highly productive FASTBACK II Edge 
Polisher.

SIDE-SHOT™ Digital Slab Station
The all new SIDE-SHOT provides fabricators the tools to 
capture slab images right at the machine with an extremely 
small footprint requirement. The SIDE-SHOT incorporates 
SlabSmith™ Lite software for vein matching and 3D rendering 
capabilities.

This unique system can be used in conjunction with the, 
SABERjet XP CNC Sawjet, VOYAGER XP CNC Saw, and the TITAN 
Fab Center.

VELOCITY® Decorative Edger
The VELOCITY provides complete control for finishing high-
quality edges on pieces up to 12 feet long in a single pass. 
Smartspindle technology and tool-stagger programming 
polishes top and bottom edges — saving you material handling, 
manual labor, and time. Process hundreds of feet per day with 
a VELOCITY and one operator.

PATHFINDER® Digital Slab Station
Capture precise, fully-calibrated images of your stone slabs 
in high resolution on the all in one Pathfinder Digital Imaging 
workstation. Utilizing SlabsmithTM software, you can build a 
visual library of your slab and remnant inventory, or create 
scaled, rendered images for further programming on your 
CNC. Get the most out of each slab by marking unusable areas 
before they reach the production machine.

CROSSCUT™ XP Miter Saw
Introducing the CrossCut XP Miter Saw, designed for one thing 
and one thing only - precise miter cutting. Produce fast, flawless 
miters of granite, porcelain, quartzite, and more at a rate of 55” 
per minute. This value-priced machine is a perfect compliment to 
your high production saw or for shops with plenty of miter work.



HYDROCLEAR™ PRO
Water Clarification Systems
The HydroClear Pro systems represent a new generation of 
water recycling. This all-in-one system eliminates the need 
for a sperate holding tank saving you precious floor space. 
In addition, the HydroClear Pro systems can be equipped to 
automatically monitor and manage the chemical systems, 
saving you significant time. The unique design of the 
HydroClear Pro allows the slurry to rapidly settle and can 
manage recycled water up to a sustained flow of 325 gallons 
per minute to your shop.

Models: Available in 7 unique model configurations. 

CHIVINO SURFACES
“When I am cutting 30 slabs a day, I cannot afford for my machines to be down…
What separates Park Industries from the rest, is they make sure my machinery will 
not stay down.”

SAN MARCOS MARBLE & TILE
“We wouldn’t be where we are today without Park Industries. What they offer is so 
much more than a machine...they help you grow into a business rather than just 
an income.”

PREMIER STONE DESIGN
“The VOYAGER XP & TITAN are great machines and the service has been awesome. 
Since adding them, we’ve tripled our production without adding any extra labor.”

CABINET & GRANITE DEPOT
“The machines have been worth every penny and the customer service is second 
to none. It’s been hands-down the best investment we ever made.” 

FABRICATOR SPOTLIGHT
Customers of Park Industries®



PARTNERSHIP
Providing You More Savings 
Strategies  
We know that your equipment plays an 
integral part in your profitability. Our focus 
is to help you identify your “pains” within 
your facility. We are laser focused on 
identifying opportunities to reduce your 
labor costs, increase your shop efficiency, 
and increase your material yield. It’s all 
about eliminating your company’s pain 
points and making you more profitable.

World-Class
Customer Service 
What makes Park Industries the first 
choice for so many fabricators? Park 
manufactures high-performance 
equipment, but there’s something 
more: our long-term devotion to our 
customers’ machine uptime and 
ultimate success.

Beyond impressive dependability and 
durability, your machine comes with a 
whole company of experts. Our superior 
customer support team is available to 
answer your questions,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Are we obsessive about customer 
service? Absolutely! But it’s the only 
way we know to deliver Precision. 
Performance. and Peace of Mind.®

RELIABILITY

LEGENDARY SUPPORT
Everything We Do Is About Delivering Customer Value

THE  
PARKWAY
Systems of Values
Park believes your financial 
investment in equipment is a big 
decision. We believe that in order to 
be confident in your purchase, you 
need to experience Trust, Integrity, 
and Respect in the equipment 
manufacturer. These elements are 
the essence of the ParkWAY, and 
are the values Park associates 
strive to live by each day.

Based on this solid foundation of 
values, Park has built a reputation 
for integrity in the industry, 
which has made Park Industries 
the largest manufacturer of 
stoneworking equipment in North 
America. Simply put, customers 
trust Park to help them succeed.
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